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Abstract

Ž . q 22The energy and electromagnetic matrix element B E2≠ for the 2 state in O have been determined via inelastic1

scattering of a beam of these radioactive nuclei from a 197Au target. These results provide strong evidence for the existence
of the Ns14 subshell closure in 22O. This demonstrates that the shell structure in 22O is similar to that of stable oxygen
isotopes, even though this nucleus is only two neutrons away from the neutron drip line. These results are reproduced in the
standard sd shell model as well as with a an expanded space which also includes the f and p orbitals. q 20007r2 3r2
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PACS: 27.30.q t; 25.70.De; 23.20.Js; 21.60.Cs

The spin-orbit potential of a nucleon in the mean
field of the nucleus is one of the central concepts in
nuclear structure physics. The spin-orbit force was
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first invoked to explain the shell closures observed in
w xstable and near-stable nuclei 1,2 , and the behavior

of this interaction continues to be of great interest
now. One of the major themes of nuclear structure
studies with radioactive beams is to examine how
changes in the spin-orbit potential near the drip lines

w xaffect shell structure 3–5 . In this letter, we report
Ž .measurements of the energy and B E2≠ electro-

magnetic matrix element of the 2q state in 22 O using1

the technique of intermediate energy heavy-ion in-
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w xelastic scattering 6 . This nucleus is only two neu-
trons away from 24 O, the heaviest particle-stable

w xoxygen isotope 7,8 . The measurements reported
here provide strong evidence for the existence of the
Ns14 subshell closure in 22 O. A measurement of
the energy of the 2q state in 22 O was reported earlier1

w xin a conference proceeding 9 , but our measurement
Ž .of the B E2≠ provides important new evidence for

the existence of the subshell closure. We demon-
strate that the data reported here for 22 O can be

w xunderstood with the standard sd shell model 10 and
w xwith an expanded space 11 which also included the

f and p orbitals. Both models use effective7r2 3r2

interactions derived from nuclei in and near the
valley of stability.

The present experiment was performed at the
National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory. The
primary beam of 90 MeVrnucleon 40Ar was pro-
duced with the laboratory’s K1200 cyclotron. Sec-
ondary beams were made via fragmentation of the
primary beam in a 564 mgrcm2 9 Be production
target located at the mid-acceptance target position

w x 22of the A1200 fragment separator 12 . The O sec-
ondary beam was produced with an energy of 55.6
MeVrnucleon. Separation of beam isotopes was en-
hanced with a 130 mgrcm2 27Al achromatic wedge
placed at the second dispersive image of the A1200.
The momentum acceptance of the A1200 was lim-
ited to 1.0% by slits located at the first dispersive
image.

A 612 mgrcm2 197Au foil was used as the sec-
ondary target. The secondary beam slowed down
significantly in this target, and the mid-target beam
energy was 50.6 MeVrnucleon. The secondary beam
was stopped in a cylindrical fastrslow plastic
phoswich detector located at zero degrees. Both en-
ergy loss in the phoswich detector and time of flight
relative to the cyclotron RF signal were used for
particle identification. The zero degree detector sub-
tended the scattering angles of 08 to 3.508 in the
laboratory. The total integrated secondary beam mea-
sured by the zero degree detector was 2.92=107

particles.
The g-rays were detected in an angular range of

56.58–123.58 in the laboratory by an array of posi-
Ž .tion sensitive NaI Tl detectors. A description of the

array and details of the analysis of g-ray spectra can
w xbe found in Refs. 13,14 . The g-ray spectrum mea-

sured in coincidence with beam particles identified
as 22 O in the zero degree detector appear in Fig. 1.
In the top panel, the laboratory frame spectrum
Ž .uncorrected for the Doppler shift of the projectile is
shown. The 547 keV 7r2q™3r2q g-ray in thegs
197Au target nucleus appears strongly in this spec-

Ž .trum. The projectile-frame Doppler-corrected spec-
trum is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 1. A g-ray
appears at 3170"20 keV, which we assign to be the
2q™0q transition in 22 O. This energy is consistent1 gs

with that reported in recent conference proceedings
w xby Azaiez and Belleguic et al. 9 from an in-beam

Fig. 1. In-beam photon spectra gated on 22 O. The top panel shows
Ž .the spectrum in the laboratory frame without Doppler correction ;

the 7r2q™3r2q transition in the gold target is visible as a
Žpeak. The bottom panel shows the projectile frame Doppler-cor-

.rected spectrum. The inserts show the same spectra above 2.6
MeV on a different scale.
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fragmentation experiment experiment at GANIL. A
second g-ray seen at 1370 keV in the GANIL experi-
ment was not observed in our data. Since the reac-
tion employed here preferably excites low-lying col-
lective states and since multi-step excitations do not
occur, the absence of the 1370 keV photon in our
data supports the suggestion by Azaiez and Belleguic
et al. that this g-ray might correspond to the 4q™2q

transition in 22 O. The experiment reported here al-
Žlows the measurement of a cross section integrated

.over the projectile scattering angles 08 to 3.508 of
10.7"4.2 mb for producing the 3170 keV g-ray,
assuming a g-ray angular distribution corresponding
to a pure E2 transition. Another g-ray appears at
615"10 keV. We exclude the possibility that this
g-ray is the 2q™0q transition on the basis of1 gs

systematics: the 2q states of both 18,20O are above1

1.5 MeV. The 615 keV g-ray may come from the
decay of an excited state in 21O, which may be
produced in a single neutron stripping reaction on
the gold target. Such a neutron stripping reaction has
been observed recently in a measurement of 34 Si
Ž 33 . w xyielding the product Si 15 . The g-ray might
connect a 615 keV state in 21O to the ground state,
or it might connect two excited states in the same
nucleus.

To analyze the cross section for the 3.17 MeV
g-ray while accounting for both the Coulomb and
nuclear contributions to the reactions, we used the

w xcoupled channels code ECIS88 16 . The analysis
was performed assuming the mid-target beam energy
of 50.6 MeVrnucleon. We did not have elastic
scattering data for the present reaction, so we adopted
the optical model parameters determined by Barrette

w x 17 208et al. 17 for the scattering of O from Pb at a
laboratory energy of 84 MeVrnucleon. To test the
dependence of our results on the choice of optical
model parameters, we have also employed an alter-
native set of optical model parameters by Mermaz et

w x 16al. 25 derived from the scattering of O from
208 Pb at a laboratory energy of 49.5 MeVrnucleon.
The results are similar and are both discussed below.
The standard vibrational form factor was used. Cross
sections for multiple excitations in intermediate en-

w xergy heavy-ion scattering are generally negligible 6 ,
so we only considered single-step excitations here.

ŽThere are two coupling strengths dynamic defor-
.mation parameters involved in the ECIS calcula-

tions. The first, the ‘‘Coulomb deformation’’ b ,C

reflects the deformation of the proton fluid in the
nucleus and corresponds to the electromagnetic ma-

Ž q q.trix element B E2;0 ™ 2 . The quantitiesgs 1
Ž q q.B E2;0 ™2 and b are related via the equationgs 1 C

w x18

4p 1r2q q 2b s B E2;0 ™2 re , 1Ž .Ž .C gs 123ZR0

Ž . 1r3where the radius R is given by R s 1.20 fm A .0 0

The second deformation parameter in the calcula-
tion is the ‘‘nuclear deformation parameter’’ b .N

While the Coulomb deformation parameter is used to
calculate the electromagnetic interaction between tar-
get and projectile, the nuclear deformation parameter
is used in the nuclear potential to determine the
matter interaction. The relationship between b andC

b depends on the proton and neutron contributionsN

to the transition being studied and the sensitivity of
the particular experimental probe used in the mea-
surement to the proton and neutron contributions.
The relationship between the proton and neutron
contributions to the transition can be expressed as
the ratio M rM of the neutron and proton multi-n p

Ž .pole matrix elements. The neutron proton multipole
matrix element M is defined asnŽ p.

² < < l < < :M s J S r Y V J . 2Ž . Ž .nŽ p. f nŽ p. i l i i

In the ‘‘standard’’ collective model where the neu-
tron and proton oscillations are assumed to have the
same amplitude, M rM sNrZ. Deviations fromn p

this value are systematically observed in semi-magic
w xnuclei 19–21 .

The sensitivity of the experimental probe F to
neutron and proton contributions to the transition can
be given as the ratio b Frb F, where b F is then p nŽ p.
external field interaction strength of the probe F

Ž .with neutrons protons in the nucleus being studied.
When F is an electromagnetic probe, the ratio
b Frb F s0, since the probe is sensitive only to then p

charge density and not to the neutron density. For
Ž .low energy proton scattering 50 MeV and lower ,
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b Frb F s3 and for low energy neutron scatteringn p
F F w xb rb s1r3 19,20 . To relate b and b , wen p N C

w xadopt the prescription of Ref. 20 in which the
deformation length d sb R for an experimentalF F

Ž 1r3.probe F where R is the nuclear radius Rsr A0

is given by

d 1q b Frb F M rMŽ .Ž .F n p n p
s . 3Ž .

F Fd 1q b rb NrZŽ .Ž .p n p

Therefore, to fix the relationship between d and dF p
Ž .and therefore between b and b we must haveN C

values for b Frb F and M rM . In the present exper-n p n p

iment, the probe F is 197Au, which contains both
protons and neutrons, at 50 MeVrnucleon. To ex-
tract b Frb F for 197Au, we start from the assumptionn p

that

b F sZ b p qN bn , 4Ž .nŽ p. F nŽ p. F nŽ p.

where Z and N are the proton and neutron num-F F

bers of the probe F, respectively. This assumption
gives

b F Z b p qN bn
n F n F n

s , 5Ž .p nF Z b qN bb F p F pp

which yields b Frb F s0.820 for 197Au if we assumen p

values of b and b which are valid at 50 MeV.n p
Ž .We would need and do not have data on the

0q™2q transition in 22 O from a second experimen-gs 1
Žtal probe to determine M rM for examples of twon p

cases where such data existed in the investigation of
w x.radioactive beams, see 22–24 . In the neighboring

nucleus 20 O, a comparison of measurements of the
0q™2q excitation using an electromagnetic probegs 1

and inelastic scattering of low energy protons in
w xinverse kinematics 23 determined that M rM sn p

2.9"0.4, which is considerably larger than NrZs
1.5. The 20 O result is typical of nuclei in which there
is a closed proton shell and an open neutron shell
since the valence neutrons play a large role in the
excitation while the role of protons is limited to that
given by the mechanism of core polarization. In the
absence of data on 22 O from a second experimental

Ž .probe, we adopt a value for M rM 2.6 calculatedn p

using standard sd-shell calculations with the USD
w xinteraction 10 .

The fit to the 22 O cross section data using ECIS
Ž Ž . 2 4.yielded b s0.21"0.04 B E2≠ s21"8 e fmC

and b s0.31"0.06. The errors quoted are experi-N

mental errors and do not include a systematic error
from the choice of M rM . Varying M rM fromn p n p

the isoscalar limit of 1.5 to 3.0 changes the mean
values of b from 0.24 to 0.20 and b from 0.25 toC N

0.32. To examine the dependence of our results on
the optical model parameters, we also performed a fit
with the parameter set obtained by Mermaz et al.
w x25 . This fit yielded a somewhat smaller value for
Ž . Ž 2 4. ŽB E2≠ 15"7 e fm for our choice of M rMn p

.s2.6 . Varying the value for M rM from then p

isoscalar limit of 1.5 to 3.0, the parameter set by
w xMermaz et al. 25 yields deformation parameters

Ž . Žb and b which are between 14% for M rMN C n p
. Ž .s1.5 and 10% for M rM s3.0 lower than then p

ones obtained with the optical model parameter set
w xby Barrette et al. 17 .

To check the reliability of our results, we ex-
tracted the cross section for the excitation of the 547
keV state in 197Au from the spectrum shown in the
top panel of Fig. 1, 15.8"4.0 mb. Using the same
procedure as described above for 22 O, we extract the

Ž .electromagnetic matrix element B E2≠ s4082"

1012 e2 fm4, which agrees with the adopted value of
Ž . 2 4 w xB E2≠ s4988"170 e fm 26 . This gives us

confidence regarding the results of our measurement
of 22 O.

Ž .Fig. 2 shows the data on the energies and B E2≠
values for the N)8 even-even isotopes of oxygen
Ž 16,18 w x.the data on O are taken from Ref. 27 as well
as the results of shell model calculations which are
described below. A comparison of the data on 18 O
and 20 O demonstrates the importance of having data

Ž .on both the energy and B E2≠ value to judge the
collectivity of the 2q state. The energy of the 2q

1 1

state in 20 O is somewhat lower than in 18 O, which
might imply a greater degree of collectivity in 20 O.

Ž . 20However, the B E2≠ value in O is considerably
lower, leading to the correct conclusion that the 2q

1

state in 18 O is more collective. In 22 O, the energy of
the 2q state is significantly higher than in 20 O and1
18 O, suggesting that the Ns14 subshell gap that
results from the filling of the d neutron orbit is5r2

22 Ž .present in O. In this case, the B E2≠ value for
22 O provides confirmation of the conclusion sug-
gested by the 2q state energy, since it is is less than1
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Fig. 2. The top panel shows the excitation energies of the 2q
1

states in the N)8 even-even oxygen isotopes. The measured
Ž w x .values taken from 27 and the present work are shown as solid

shapes, and the calculated values for the standard sd-shell calcula-
w xtions 10 and the shell model calculations with an expanded space

w x11 are shown as open shapes. The bottom panel depicts the
Ž .B E2≠ values for the same nuclei.

Ž . 20or equal to the B E2≠ value in O. In short, the
present results provide strong evidence for the exis-
tence of the Ns14 subshell closure in 22 O even
though this nucleus is only two neutrons away from
the drip line nucleus 24 O.

The existence of the Ns14 subshell closure is in
part a consequence of the energy splitting between
the d and d spin-orbit partner orbits. Lalazis-5r2 3r2

w xsis et al. 5 calculated the spin-orbit splitting be-
tween these neutron orbits in the Ne and Mg isotopes
Ž .although not in the O isotopes using relativistic
mean field theory and concluded that the splitting is

Ž .smaller near Ns30 f5 MeV for Ne than it is for
Ž .the stable Ne isotopes f7.5 MeV . However, these

calculations predict a spin-orbit splitting at Ns14
which is approximately equal to that for the stable
isotopes. The existence of the subshell closure also
depends on a separation between the energies of the
d and s neutron orbits. In 17O the s level is5r2 1r2 1r2

only 0.87 MeV above the d levels, but by the5r2

time the d orbit is mostly filled in 22 O, the5r2
w xeffective gap is widened to about 4 MeV 28 . This

change is built into the effective USD interaction via
its influence on the masses and excitation energies in

Žthe more stable nuclei in particular, the more stable
.nuclei with Z)8 and Ns14 which were used to

Ž .determine the empirical USD two-body matrix ele-
ments. This rapid change in the gap is not repro-

w xduced by HF calculations 29 in which closed-shell
configurations are assumed. It has been suggested
that this reflects the fact that neutron-rich nuclei such
as 22 O and 48 Ca have better closed shells than the

16 40 w xNsZ nuclei O and Ca 29 .
It is reasonable to perform shell-model calcula-

tions for 22 O that use effective interactions derived
from data on nuclei in and near the valley of stability
which reproduce the mass dependence of the single-
particle energies. We compare with the standard

w xsd-shell calculations with the USD interaction 10
and expanded space calculations of Zs8–14 nuclei

w xdescribed by Utsono et al. 11 which incorporate the
f and p orbitals in addition to the sd shell7r2 3r2

with an interaction which starts with USD and then
makes modifications to the monopole interaction.
The USD calculations predict a 2q energy of 3.38

Ž . 2 4 ŽMeV and a B E2≠ value of 25 e fm with a
w x.standard neutron effective charge of 0.5 10 , suc-

cessfully reproducing our experimental results. The
MCSM calculations give similar results of 3.13 MeV
and 23 e2 fm4, respectively, indicating that the pf-shell
admixtures are small. The results of these calcula-
tions for 18y24O are compared to the experimental
data in Fig. 2. The calculations for 24 O also predict a

q Ž .high 2 state energy and small B E2≠ value. These1

results reflect the fact that Ns16 also gives a
subshell closure, this time from the filling of the s1r2

neutron orbit. In these shell-model calculations only
the neutron orbitals are active and the value for the

ŽM rM ratio is 2.60 for all cases with a neutronp n

effective charge of 0.5 and a proton effective charge
w xof 1.3 – see 30 for a discussion of how the

.effective charges enter into the M rM ratio .p n
w xKhan and Van Giai 31 performed quasiparticle

Ž .random phase approximation QRPA calculations of
the 2q states of the neutron-rich oxygen isotopes1

with single particle energies and residual two-body
interactions generated from Hartree-Fock calcula-
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tions with a variety of nucleon-nucleon forces. While
the QRPA calculations predict energies for the 2q

1

states of 18,20,22 O which are approximately 2 MeV
higher than the experimental results, they provide

Ž . 20,22 Žfair agreement with the B E2≠ data in O al-
Ž . 18though they underpredict B E2≠ in O by almost

.50% . Khan and Van Giai also calculate M rMn p

values for these isotopes, and they successfully re-
produce the experimental result for 20 O. For 22 O,
the calculations predict M rM f3, which is simi-n p

lar to the value for 20 O. This theoretical result gives
us additional confidence regarding our choice of
M rM s2.6 for the analysis of the present data.n p

However, it is clear that an experimental determi-
nation of M rM is critical for a thorough under-n p

standing of the structure of the low-lying states of
22 O. In both 18 Ne and 20 O, inverse kinematics pro-
ton scattering was used to provide the additional

w xinformation needed to determine M rM 22–24 .n p

The new generation of radioactive beam facilities
coming online shortly will be able to provide beams
of 22 O intense enough to make proton scattering
experiments feasible.

To summarize, we have reported measurements of
Ž .the energy and B E2≠ electromagnetic matrix ele-

ment of the 2q state in 22 O using the technique of1

intermediate energy heavy-ion inelastic scattering.
Our results provide strong evidence for the existence
of the Ns14 subshell closure in 22 O. We have also
demonstrated that the present data for 22 O can be
understood using the standard sd shell model with
an effective interaction derived from nuclei in and
near the valley of stability.
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